The study of the effect of transport infrastructure on economic output has been the focus of extensive research over the past decades and has produced widely varying results. Transport infrastructure has been hypothesised to impact on the economy by different strands of economics. Classical location theory emphasised the role of transport costs as a determinant of the location of economic activities (Weber, 1928, Moses, 1958, Alonso, 1964). The New Economic Geography (NEG) also emphasizes the role of transport costs as a location factor within the context of imperfect competition and different degrees of interregional labour mobility (Fujita et al., 1999, Fujita and Thisse, 2002). The macroeconomic theory of endogenous growth also developed a framework in which public infrastructure (including transport infrastructure) can be defined as a source of economic growth through its contribution to technical change (Aschauer, 1990, Munnell, 1992, Hulten and Schwab, 1991, Garcia-Mila and McGuire, 1992).

Alongside a reduction in transport costs, transport improvements lead to a reduction in firms’ input costs and thus increased factor productivity. In addition, lower production and distribution costs induced by transport improvements can also result in scale effects and foster competition levels, which in turn result in higher productivity levels due to a natural selection process in favour of more productive firms (Nocke, 2006, Baldwin and Okubo, 2006, Melitz and Ottaviano, 2008). Another important contribution of transport to productivity relates to what the literature generally terms as ‘transport-induced agglomeration effects’. Agglomeration economies occur when economic agents (firms, workers) benefit from being close to other economic agents. By improving the access of workers and firms to economic activity, transport affects the realization of agglomeration externalities and hence the productivity effects derived from it (e.g. Eberts and McMillen, 1999, Graham, 2007).

The hypothesis that investments in transport infrastructure produce strong economic benefits and foster growth has justified government funding for new and improved transport infrastructure. This view is supported by early estimates of the output elasticity of transport, which have been criticised since the late
1990s on the grounds of model misspecification and spurious relationships. The first estimates of the impact of transport investment on the economy relied heavily on models affected by two main estimation issues in this empirical literature, namely: (i) simultaneity bias, and (ii) omitted variable bias. Simultaneity bias results from reverse causality between economic output and transport investment, while omitted variable bias is a problem of model misspecification which occurs when relevant covariates are not considered in the model. Both estimation issues result in inconsistent estimates of the output elasticity of transport.

In this research we are interested in the effect of transport infrastructure on private output. There are various survey papers (Munnell, 1992, Gramlich, 1994, Rietveld, 1994, Boarnet, 1997, Banister and Berechman, 2000, De La Fuente, 2000), and some meta-analyses (Button, 1998, Bom and Ligthart, 2008, Bom and Ligthart, 2009), on the productivity of public capital. However, these review papers have focused on the role of total public capital. Public capital is a broad term that includes different types of capital, which are expected to differ in the degree to which they impact on private output. There is general agreement that core infrastructure (of which transport infrastructure represents a large part) is expected to have a stronger impact than other components of public capital such as hospital buildings, education buildings, and other public buildings (Boarnet, 1997, Bom and Ligthart, 2009). As a result of the aggregate measurement of public capital, existing literature reviews on the productivity of public capital cannot offer specific guidance on the productivity of transport infrastructure. There are also a number of very useful surveys (Gillen, 1996, Boarnet, 1997, Jiang, 2001) on the economic effect of transport infrastructure. However, these surveys have relied upon traditional literature review techniques. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first meta-analysis of the empirical evidence on the effect of transport infrastructure on economic output. The purpose of the analysis is to improve our understanding of the main factors affecting the range of results found in the empirical literature.

The data used in the meta-analysis include studies that use a production function framework to estimate output elasticities of transport. The sample consists of 563 elasticity estimates obtained from 33 studies. Besides summarising the estimates, we estimate meta-regressions to test for the impact of different study characteristics as sources of variation on existing empirical results. The hypothesised sources of variation relate to the following study features: (1) econometric estimator, (2) model misspecification, (3) data aggregation, (4) measurement of transport, (5) transport mode, (6) country and time period, (7) industrial sector, and (8) time frame of the elasticity estimate.

Our results can provide some guidance for future research in this subject matter. They reveal the importance of considering the effect of transport infrastructure on economic output in its contextual framework, including its role across different transport modes, industry groups, and country
characteristics. We find that the estimates of the output elasticity of transport tend to be larger for the US than for European countries, which is reasonable given that the US economy is generally more dependent on road transport than Europe, and that road transport studies represent a large part of the meta-sample. The findings also confirm the importance of using statistical estimators that are capable of addressing the main estimation issues in the empirical literature, namely those of omitted variable bias and reverse causality.

We find that elasticity estimates obtained from studies that do not address the issues of unobserved heterogeneity and omitted variable bias tend to be higher than those obtained from studies using panel data techniques based on fixed-effects and generalised method of moments estimators. Model misspecification also affects the results. In particular, we find that studies which do not account for the urbanization levels and spatial spillover effects tend to also produce upward biased elasticity estimates. Finally, the meta-regressions confirm the intuitive result that estimates of the output elasticity of transport are higher in the long-run.
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